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When her father leaves the Church in a crisis of conscience, Margaret Hale is uprooted from her comfortable home in Hampshire to move
with her family to the north of England. Initially repulsed by the ugliness of her new surroundings in the industrial town of Milton, Margaret
becomes aware of the poverty and suffering of the local mill workers and develops a passionate sense of social justice. This is intensified by
her tempestuous relationship with the mill-owner and self-made man, John Thornton, as their fierce opposition over his treatment of his
employees masks a deeper attraction. In North and South, Elizabeth Gaskell skillfully fuses individual feeling with social concern, and in
Margaret Hale creates one of the most original heroines of Victorian literature.
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, well-to-do hobbit, lives comfortably in his hobbit-hole until the day the wandering wizard Gandalf chooses him to
take part in an adventure from which he may never return.
After discovering the true nature of the One Ring, Bilbo Baggins entrusts it to the care of his young cousin, Frodo, who is charged with
bringing about its destruction and thus foiling the plans of the Dark Lord.
A stunning look at the creative process behind The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies—the third and final installment of one of the world's
biggest motion picture franchises from Academy Award-winning filmmaker Peter Jackson. Working closely with the film's production staff, the
award-winning team at WETA brings together more than 240 pages of spectacular four-color visuals, including hundreds of images of
concept artwork, photographs, development paintings, and more created by the artists and designers working behind the scenes. Movie
photography and finished imagery accompany the sketches and drawings, showing how the artists' vision was realized from design to final
product. Chock full of insider stories, details, and insights, The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Chronicles: Art & Design also includes a
special bonus feature—a three-page fold-out sure to delight fans and become a treasured collectible.
Fans, pianists, and composers will love this faithfully transcribed collection featuring awesome piano/vocal renditions of 14 selections from
Howard Shore's brilliant score to The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies. In addition to the piano arrangements, this beautifully produced
souvenir folio features an array of colorful photos from the film. Titles: Shores of the Long Lake * Beyond Sorrow and Grief * The Gathering of
the Clouds * The Ruins of Dale * Mithril * The Darkest Hour * Sons of Durin * The Fallen * To the Death * Courage and Wisdom * The Return
Journey * There and Back Again * The Last Goodbye * Ironfoot.
Probably the most famous children's book of modern times -- regularly topping polls for "favourite book" and now available in a Large Type
format to complement The Lord of The Rings Large Type trilogy. Bilbo Baggins enjoys a quiet and contented life, with no desire to travel far
from the comforts of home; then one day the wizard Gandalf and a band of dwarves arrive unexpectedly and enlist his services -- as a burglar
-- on a dangerous expedition to raid the treasure-hoard of Smaug the dragon. Bilbo's life is never to be the same again. The Hobbit became
an instant success when it was first published in 1937, and more than 60 years later Tolkien's epic tale of elves, dwarves, trolls, goblins,
myth, magic and adventure, with its reluctant hero Bilbo Baggins, has lost none of its appeal.
After falling into mage's oblivion, Dawn wakes to a nightmare. All of Amaria's magic is out of balance from Ryze's return, and at Necromancer
Academy, unruly magic could mean death. That's one constant Dawn is prepared for, though. What she isn't prepared for is how far Ryze's
minions will go to protect The Staff of Sullivan. It's hidden in the academy's catacombs, and it must be important. But how? With the skinwalker thwarting her every step, Dawn must find the staff and stop the skin-walker once and for all. Unless it stops her first.
The official Visual Companion for The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies sees the devastating conclusion of the Company's quest to
reclaim the kingdom of Erebor and the terrible battle that is about to consume the plains of the Lonely Mountain.Introduced by Sir Ian
McKellen, the final Visual Companion in the series sees the desolation of Smaug the Magnificent, and the ruination of The Battle of the Five
Armies.The destruction of Lake-town leaves its inhabitants wandering through the ruins of Dale, looking to Bard to lead them in rebuilding
their lives. Destitute, all eyes turn towards the Lonely Mountain and the promised payment of a debt.Under the command of Sauron, Azog the
Defiler prepares to unleash a terrible army, the likes of which the Third Age has never seen. All hope rests upon uniting the free peoples of
Middle-earth in the fight against evil, and Bilbo Baggins holds a powerful key to striking up a bargain...Follow the last journey of Thorin
Oakenshield's Company as the fight for the vast wealth of the Lonely Mountain continues on to a devastating conclusion.
Packed with exclusive behind-the-scenes photographs, this official illustrated guide tells the detailed story of the making of the second film in
the award-winning Hobbit trilogy, directed by Peter Jackson. Ebook best viewed on a tablet.
Between the two world wars, on a hike in the English countryside, Professor John Hill takes refuge from a violent storm in a cave. There he
nearly loses his life, but he also makes an astonishing discovery -- an ancient manuscript housed in a cunningly crafted metal box. Though a
philologist by profession, Hill cannot identify the language used in the manuscript and the time period in which it is was made, but he knows
enough to make an educated guess -- that the book and its case are the fruits of a long-lost, but advanced civilization. The translation of the
manuscript and the search for its origins become a life-long quest for Hill. As he uncovers an epic that both enchants and inspires him, he
tracks down scholars from Oxford to Paris who can give him clues. Along the way, he meets several intriguing characters, including a man
keenly interested in obtaining artifacts from a long-lost civilization that he believes was the creation of a superior race, and will help him fulfill
his ambition to rule other men. Concluding that Hill must have found something that may help him in this quest, but knowing not what it is and
where it is hidden, he has Hill, his friends at Oxford, and his family shadowed and threatened until finally he and Hill face off in a final, climatic
confrontation. A story that features a giant pirate and slaver, a human chameleon on a perilous metaphysical journey, a mysterious hermit,
and creatures both deadly and beautiful, this is a novel that explores the consequences of the predominant ideas of the 20th Century.
The classic bestseller behind this year's biggest movie, this film tie-in edition features the complete story of Bilbo Baggins' adventures in
Middle-earth as shown in the film trilogy, with a striking cover image from Peter Jackson's film adaptation and drawings and maps by J.R.R.
Tolkien.
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Chronicles: Art & DesignHarper Design
Bilbo Baggins and the Company are on the final leg of their quest to recapture the lost Kingdom of Erebor, and defeat the evil Dragon,
Smaug. Join them on their journey with this storybook, packed with stunning images from Peter Jackson's thrilling movie. Essential reading
for any hobbit fan!
"This book has not been approved, licensed, or sponsored by any entity or person involved in creating or producing The hobbit film or book."
Presents the complete account of the making of the Lord of the Rings trilogy music score, and includes extensive music examples, original
manuscript scores, and glimpses into the creative process from the composer.
A visual companion to the film "The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug" offers insights into the world of Middle-Earth and includes character
profiles and notes on the places of Middle-Earth.
A visual companion to "The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies" film follows the conclusion to the quest of Thorin Oakensshield's Company
to reclaim the kingdom of Erebor, with character profiles and notes on key Middle-Earth locations.
Presented by Academy Award-winning director Sir Peter Jackson, the ultimate insider’s look at the conflicts and battles waged in The Hobbit
movie trilogy: how they were devised, composed, designed, staged and more. Smaug’s fiery attack on Lake-town, the White Council’s raid
of Dol Guldur, the ferocious Battle of the Five Armies itself—all of the conflicts waged in The Hobbit motion picture trilogy are examined in
exquisite detail from the first skirmish to the ultimate conflagration in the trilogy’s dramatic conclusion. The Hobbit: The Art of War brings
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together all of the special effects imagery in the Weta archives and unprecedented access to Sir Peter Jackson—the genius behind some of
the world’s biggest motion-picture franchises, The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit—who shares his expertise and encyclopedic knowledge
with fans as never before. The Hobbit: The Art of War takes fans inside this creative visionary’s mind and gives them an understanding of
how he plotted each and every movement captured on film. Jackson offers in-depth discussions of the strategies of each army, the tactics
they employed, and the significance of each collision between rival cultures. The cast members from the three films also share personal
stories of how their characters’ tales are resolved. Meet the armies of digitally generated creatures these heroes must overcome, delve into
the world of Weta Digital and the Motion Capture Studio. Discover how the largely digital battles were achieved, from the design and creation
of the battles’ creatures and the fight choreography, to the extended environments and visual effects necessary to make Tolkien’s world
vividly real. The Hobbit: The Art of War is packed with lavish galleries showcasing the costumes, armor, weapons, and props integral to the
battles, as well as the stories behind their creation. With never-before-heard behind-the-scenes, on-the-set, and in-the-studio stories, and
exclusive detailed content, The Hobbit: The Art of War is the ultimate Hobbit fan’s encyclopedia and a must have for all aficionados of the
craft of filmmaking.
Published in advance of the amazing third movie in the trilogy by Peter Jackson, this is the OFFICIAL Hobbit Annual, packed with stills,
characters and information from the movie sensation. Join Bilbo Baggins for the resolution of his journey across the wilds of Middle-Earth
This book is the perfect gift for all Hobbit and movie fans. Packed with character profiles, Hobbit activities and information, this is the perfect
companion to the blockbuster movie trilogy.
Sauron and Gandalf the Grey battle for possession of the One Ring and its evil powers.
Join the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, Gandalf the wizard and the Company of Dwarves on their Quest to recover treasure stolen by the Dragon,
Smaug the Magnificent. Leaving the comfort of Bilbo’s home they must face many perils before they can claim their long-lost gold -- Trolls,
Elves, Goblins, Wargs, and worse… Richly illustrated with more than 100 color photos from the film, The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey
Visual Companion begins the Quest for the Lonely Mountain in spectacular style.
A major new examination of how J.R.R.Tolkien came to write his original masterpiece ‘The Hobbit’, including his complete unpublished draft
version of the story, and many little-known illustrations and previously unpublished maps by Tolkien himself.
In his beloved story The Hobbit, J.R.R. Tolkien takes readers into a world unlike any other, yet so much seems familiar. As Bilbo journeys
there and back again, glimpses of the spiritual are seen. The Christian World of The Hobbit does what no book has done: it brings Tolkien
fans new delight by introducing a side of Tolkien that is rarely explored but vitally important to his writings—especially The Hobbit. Written by
internationally regarded Tolkien-scholar Devin Brown, this approachable, witty, and highly entertaining book offers up fresh perspectives to
fans of The Hobbit, both the book and the film adaptation. Click here to download the FREE Study Guide.
Relive the whole story of The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug in this fantastic photo-filled book.Join Bilbo Baggins and the company of
dwarves on their amazing journey to defeat the dragon, Smaug, in this fully illustrated storybook of the second of Peter Jackson's stunning
Hobbit movies. Packed with stills from the film, this is one book that Hobbit fans and movie-goers will not want to miss!

Packed with behind-the-scenes photographs and exclusive interviews with cast and crew, this official illustrated guide
tells the detailed story of the making of the final film in the award-winning Hobbit trilogy, directed by Peter
Jackson.Journey deeper into the magical world of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, through exclusive interviews with director
Peter Jackson, Martin Freeman, Ian McKellen, Orlando Bloom and principal filmmakers and cast, including Benedict
Cumberbatch, who reveals film-making secrets about playing both the evil Necromancer and the dragon, Smaug.Richly
illustrated with hundreds of behind-the-scenes photos of the actors, locations, creatures and costumes, this special
collector's edition hardback is an essential guide to the final film in the award-winning trilogy.'In our adaptation of The
Hobbit we have done something that Tolkien didn't succeed in doing in print and, hopefully, this will come fresh to people
who will have never seen the full story playing out in chronological order.'PETER JACKSON
The History of the Hobbit presents for the first time, in two volumes, the complete unpublished text of the original
manuscript of J.R.R.Tolkien's The Hobbit, accompanied by John Rateliff's lively and informative account of how the book
came to be written and published. As well as recording the numerous changes made to the story both before and after
publication, it examines - chapter-by-chapter - why those changes were made and how they reflect Tolkien's evergrowing concept of Middle-earth.The Hobbit was first published on 21 September 1937. Like its successor, The Lord of
the Rings, it is a story that "grew in the telling", and many characters and story threads in the published text are
completely different from what Tolkien first wrote to read aloud to his young sons as part of their "fireside reads".As well
as reproducing the original version of one of literature's most famous stories, both on its own merits and as the
foundation for The Lord of the Rings, this new book includes many little-known illustrations and previously unpublished
maps for The Hobbit by Tolkien himself. Also featured are extensive annotations and commentaries on the date of
composition, how Tolkien's professional and early mythological writings influenced the story, the imaginary geography he
created, and how Tolkien came to revise the book years after publication to accommodate events in The Lord of the
Rings.Like Christopher Tolkien's The History of The Lord of the Rings before it, this is a thoughtful yet exhaustive
examination of one of the most treasured stories in English literature. Long overdue for a classic book now celebrating 70
years in print, this companion edition offers fascinating new insights for those who have grown up with this enchanting
tale, and will delight those who are about to enter Bilbo's round door for the first time.
The unforgettable world of Middle-earth returned to theaters in Peter Jackson's trilogy of films adapting the enduringly
popular masterpiece The Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien. Illustrating the breathtaking visuals and undeniable global impact of
the films, The Hobbit: The Definitive Movie Posters features iconic and rare posters created for the extraordinary trilogy.
Filled with stunning poster art from The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug, and The
Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies, this indispensable gallery perfectly captures the spirit of this beloved and
remarkable trilogy.
The ultimate celebration of the second Hobbit movie reveals the full creative vision of the art and design teams with more
than 1,000 exclusive images and photos, including designs and concepts that never made it to the big screen. The
Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug Chronicles - Art & Design explores and celebrates the creative vision of the second film
in Academy Award-winning filmmaker Peter Jackson's trilogy adaptation of The Hobbit by J.R.R Tolkien. This lavish
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earth, on their quest to reclaim the lost realm of Erebor from the Dragon Smaug. Exploring the design and development
of the environments, cultures, creatures and artefacts encountered by the characters, it is filled with more than 1,000
stunning images of conceptual art, supplementary photographs and detailed commentary provided by the film's cast and
crew. As a bonus feature, unique to this book, there is a special fold-out replica of the portrait of the Master of Lake-town,
played by Stephen Fry, exactly as it appears in the film. Compiled by Weta Workshop senior concept designer Daniel
Falconer, this is the third book in The Hobbit: Chronicles series and it has been created in full collaboration with key
members of the production's creative team to ensure the most comprehensive and authentic film companion possible.
Bilbo’s Last Song is considered by many to be Tolkien’s epilogue to his classic work The Lord of the Rings. As Bilbo
Baggins takes his final voyage to the Undying Lands, he must say goodbye to Middle-earth. Poignant and lyrical, the
song is both a longing to set forth on his ultimate journey and a tender farewell to friends left behind. Pauline Baynes’s
jewel-like illustrations lushly depict both this final voyage and scenes from The Hobbit, as Bilbo remembers his first
journey while he prepares for his last.
Join Bilbo Baggins and the company of dwarves on their amazing journey to defeat the dragon, Smaug, in this fully
illustrated storybook of the second of Peter Jackson's stunning Hobbit movies.Packed with stills from the film, this is one
book that Hobbit fans and movie-goers will not want to miss!
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Chronicles II: Creatures and Characters explores the amazing cast of heroes,
villains, beasts, and beings that populate Middleearth in the fi rst chapter of Peter Jackson's fi lm adaptations of JRR
Tolkien's The Hobbit. Richly illustrated with behind-the-scenes photographs, digital renders, and fi lm stills, this
comprehensive book goes species by species and character by character through the fi lm's huge ensemble cast and
bustling menagerie of creatures, both physical and digital, and shows how each came to be realized for the fi lm. Firsthand accounts from the actors, makeup artists, digital effects specialists, dialect coaches, prosthetics technicians,
movement coaches, and many other crew members describe the process and how the production unfolded, while also
sharing insights into the characters. A bonus feature, unique to this book, is the special fold-out character size chart,
which compares all the major creatures and characters of the fi lm, from Radagast's hedgehog friend to the towering
Stone Giants! Compiled by Weta Workshop designer Daniel Falconer and featuring a wealth of stunning imagery, this
book puts the reader face-to-face with all the creatures and characters of The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, from the
Dwarf heroes to the dark denizens of Middle-earth–the Orcs, Goblins, Trolls, and Wargs–and, of course, the hobbit
himself, Bilbo Baggins.
A New York Times bestseller for twenty-one weeks upon publication, Unfinished Tales is a collection of narratives
ranging in time from the Elder Days of Middle-earth to the end of the War of the Ring, and further relates events as told in
The Silmarillion and The Lord of the Rings. The book concentrates on the lands of Middle-earth and comprises Gandalf's
lively account of how he came to send the Dwarves to the celebrated party at Bag-End, the story of the emergence of the
sea-god Ulmo before the eyes of Tuor on the coast of Beleriand, and an exact description of the military organization of
the Riders of Rohan and the journey of the Black Riders during the hunt for the Ring. Unfinished Tales also contains the
only surviving story about the long ages of Númenor before its downfall, and all that is known about the Five Wizards
sent to Middle-earth as emissaries of the Valar, about the Seeing Stones known as the Palantiri, and about the legend of
Amroth.
Relive the whole story of The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug in this fantastic photo-filled book.
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries of silence, and religion professor
Robert Langdon is called in to assist with the case.
Pianists and aspiring media composers will delight in this officially licensed sheet music collection, which features piano renditions of 14
selections from Howard Shore's brilliant score to The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey. Shore masterfully expands upon the musical palette of
Middle-earth, blending familiar motifs from the The Lord of the Rings trilogy with an exciting array of memorable new themes. In addition to
the piano arrangements, this beautifully produced souvenir folio features an array of colorful photos from the film. Titles: *My Dear Frodo *Old
Friends *An Unexpected Party *Axe or Sword? *Misty Mountains *The Adventure Begins *Radagast the Brown *Warg-scouts *A Good Omen
*Song of the Lonely Mountain *Dreaming of Bag End *A Very Respectable Hobbit *Erebor *The Dwarf Lords
The ultimate celebration of the spectacular battle in the final Hobbit movie reveals in stunning detail the full creative vision of Peter Jackson
and the filmmakers, together with extensive commentary from the director, cast, crew, and almost 2,000 exclusive photos, illustrations and
visual effects imagery. The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Chronicles The Art of War goes behind the lines to explore how thousands
of artisans brought the defining film of Peter Jackson s adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien s The Hobbit to the screen. More than 1,000 intricate
illustrations, stunning photographs and never-before-seen imagery illuminate fascinating insights shared by cast and crew, including
exclusive content from the extended edition of the final film. Also included is an exclusive fold-out battle map illustrated by Weta Workshop
Designer, Nick Keller From the sorcerous ruins of Dol Guldur and the fiery conflagration of Lake-town, follow the filmmakers on to the bloodsoaked battlefields of the Lonely Mountain, and climb the steps of Ravenhill to witness the final, tragic duel of Thorin Oakenshield and Azog,
the Pale Orc. Discover the challenges and reactions of the stars of The Battle of the Five Armies as they recount their experiences and
excitement. Join the choreographers of the film s action to examine the battle strategies and formations of each of the five armies, and learn
how a dozen stunt performers became thousands of digital troops. Pore over archive-quality photography of staggeringly detailed weapons
and armour and browse galleries of fearsome war beasts and monsters. As the story of The Hobbit reaches its shattering climax amidst an
epic landscape of war and tragedy, join Weta Workshop senior concept designer Daniel Falconer behind the scenes one last time as this
sumptuous final book in The Hobbit: Chronicles series celebrates the epic conclusion of The Hobbit film trilogy."
Journey deeper into the magical world of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, through exclusive interviews with director Peter Jackson, Martin Freeman,
Orlando Bloom and principal filmmakers and new cast members, including Stephen Fry as the Master of Lake-town, Evangeline Lilly, who
plays Tauriel the Elf, and Benedict Cumberbatch, who reveals film-making secrets about playing the dragon, Smaug. Richly illustrated with a
treasure trove of behind-the-scenes photos of the actors, creatures and costumes, and numerous special effects scenes, this essential guide
is an indispensable companion to the second film in the award-winning trilogy.
An incredible new psychological crime thriller that will keep you on the edge of your seat from the Top Ten Sunday Times bestselling author
‘This is creepy storytelling of the highest order: spine-chilling and difficult to put down’ Daily Mail
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